










Toxic Lesbian use for this Project web performances screened alive through its TV 
Internet channel www.toxiclesbian.org. The developping of this source it has been 
one of the principal aims of the collective in lasts projects. The agenda from october 
to december will dispose several appointements with the digital and virtual space 
to offer to the public, as large as possible, symbolic and visual performances about 
what does it means to travel, to leave your country, your family because you are a 
woman or a lesbian and your life is in danger because of it.woman or a lesbian and your life is in danger because of it.

Our web performances are designed mixing real time and 
video art pieces already produced. The different visual 
sources are mixed alive creating another piece just for the 
virtual public. At the end of each emission we upload the 
file being screened for anyone at our web site.

Vj sessions will take place at El Ranchito, Matadero, Madrid 
as a new experimental artistic developpement by Toxic as a new experimental artistic developpement by Toxic 
Lesbian. Sounds, video art pieces will be treated visually in 
real time creating new files and proposing new reflections 
from the art language in this case.

Open dialogues, composed by guests coming in person 
or virtually will take place offering to the public 
assisting at Matadero or by Internet, thinking 
elaborated on this topic from specialists. ONGs from elaborated on this topic from specialists. ONGs from 
different European countries, american searching 
projects or queer academics from the university will 
                       configurate 
                       the different 
                       appointements.

                       Social networking, Twitter, 
                                              Facebook, You Tube in 
                       collaboration with 
                       Intermediae Matadero will 
                       be put in place from monday 
                       to friday, in the morning in english and french and 
                       in spanish all the evenings, creating our virtual 
                       community and explaining video art and 
                                              performances besides researchs or interviews 
                       to the world.

                       Our web and our different channels will offer 
                       repositorys in spanish, english and french. An index 
                       at the end of this presentation shows this contents.

                       Toxic Lesbian has produced three video art pieces 
                       for the project as first files. “Exil” is a videocreation 
                                              created from a Joëlle Sambi, congoleese queer 
                       writter, script and realized by the collective. It 
                       shows the meaning of migration for a black lesbian 
                       couple.



A urban art piece created in collaboration with graffity artists from La Tabacalera 
Madrid,  is the proposal for the next piece and visibilizes a lesbian sexual relation 
between black women not taken as pornography but as love. And finally, one 
created experimentally while a session with several lesbians asylum seekers took 
place with Toxic Lesbian in Brussels and shows us personal images, intimate 
details about young women trying to redefine their lifes after persecution. Sounds 
                            and musics for different pieces comes from real testimonies 
              from these women or from social partners; african and feminist 
              suggestion make part too of the sound track. An interview with 
              the sudafrican lesbian photographer activist Zanele Muholi will 
              be presented too at El Ranchito, explaining the proposal of this 
              artist in relation with the topic of lesbians raped.

              Toxic Lesbian works in a collaborative way their process, 
                            integrating collaborators and many different visual disciplines 
              requiered by the art concept. The collective is interested on 
              opening their projects as much as possible in such a way the 
              developping in public art spaces means the real definition of 
              their identity. Toxic Lesbian is a cultural activist on other 
              models on offering culture, thinking and arts to general public, 
this is because we are working offering our 
pieces as Copyleft.pieces as Copyleft.

Another main Toxic Lesbian activism is to generate 
community and networks on the topics we choose. 
We put in touch our collaborators each together, 
trying to push in this way new sources and sinergies.

While the Project is taking place, Toxic Lesbian 
publish the agenda at its web sites and social nets 
or sends specific mailings too.or sends specific mailings too.

Toxic Lesbian decides to work on topics often 
forgotten or just not on fashion, about social groups 
wich their rights are not so considered as the whole 
population. At the end of our work we try to keep 
alive all the documents, video art and performances, 
interviews, researchs, documentarys, 
presenting it in different new spaces, presenting it in different new spaces, 
redefining it or networking at Twitter or 
Facebook. Cultural or Art public spaces 
means the principal collaborator wich 
posiblies the best place to define it firstly. In 
this Project the principal axis is art and its 
language invites the rest to offer the public 
another ways on thinking on the subject.another ways on thinking on the subject.
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